GAC Project Logistics
The muscle to move any project cargo globally

Whatever your project needs, from
single domestic delivery to complex
multi-shipments, let GAC do the heavy
lifting for you.

Big projects mean big
shipments. Whether it’s
an offshore drilling
platform, a power
plant, a paper mill or a
port development, they
all need parts that are
too big, too heavy, or
too oddly shaped to fit
into neat little packages
for transportation.
Moving such shipments
takes skill, experience
and the right
equipment – GAC
provides the muscle to
shoulder any project
cargo movement endto-end.

Highest performance,
safety and compliance
standards
With GAC Group’s global network and
solid track record in developing and
executing complex project logistics
solutions, we are the partner whom
you can entrust your load.

End-to-end efficiency
All operations are planned and
executed with strong focus on
minimising risks and costs, optimising
resources and meeting deadlines.

From moving massive steel frames
to delicate turbine engines, GAC
Project Logistics has the skills and
strength that guarantee safe and
timely delivery worldwide – even to
and from the most challenging and
remote locations.

Our innovative industry specialists
effectively utilise technology to
optimise shipment designs, calculate
lashings and track shipments to
strengthen our performance. No
matter what challenges you face, we
will find the best solution to lower
your costs and lift your profits.

Total logistics capabilities
Drawing on our shipping, logistics and
marine expertise, we offer flexible
total packages for any project cargo
requirements in turnkey projects.
We can manage any sized project
from single domestic delivery to
complex, multi-shipment and multimodal project.
Beyond standard freight forwarding,
our complete transportation solutions
start from detailed planning through
to cost-efficient final delivery with
strict Health, Safety, Security &
Environment (HSSE) compliance.

The CAD
Advantage

Ethics and compliance
GAC Group is committed to quality,
safety, compliance, honesty and
transparency in everything we do.
Our operations are in full compliance
with the Group’s strict compliance and
ethics policies – underpinned by the
GAC Code of Ethics.
The Group’s global reach provides
security through one company

Full package
• Surveys & feasibility studies
• Multi-modal transport
• Full / part charter party
• Towage & barge operations
• Special equipment transport
• Operations supervision
• Stevedoring & terminal services
• Forward planning & cargo handling
method statements
• Technical consulting
• Trace & trace
Today, our clients come from diverse
sectors e.g. oil & gas, pulp & paper,
mining, automotive, construction,
power & energy, railway equipment
and ship equipment & supplies.

GAC is one of the few service providers that use advanced
Computer Aided Drawings (CAD) to design optimal stowage,
loading and discharging procedures for heavy lift cargoes. In the
virtual environment, a solution can be engineered in a day, as
compared to weeks involving yard visits and meetings before the
design process even starts.
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control, ensuring strict quality, HSSE
and compliance implementation
throughout the project life.
Commitment, flexibility and
experience are central to the GAC
approach to every project, whether it
be a single shipment or the execution
of a global Engineering / Procurement
/ Contracting (EPC) contract.

Proven track
record in
handling all
types of project
cargoes since
the early 1970s

About the GAC Group
GAC Group is a global provider of
integrated shipping, logistics and
marine services. Emphasising worldclass performance, a long-term
approach, innovation, ethics and a
strong human touch, GAC delivers a
flexible and value-adding portfolio to
help customers achieve their strategic
goals. Established since 1956, GAC
employs over 9,000 people in more
than 300 offices worldwide.
The GAC advantage
• Wide geographical coverage
• Extensive experience with
established track record in project
logistics

GAC Project Logistics
project.logistics@gac.com

gac.com/projects

Connect with us online at facebook.com/GACgroup and linkedin.com/company/gac-group

• Complete solutions backed by
ship agency, logistics and offshore
support capabilities
• Cost-efficient services through
the use of innovative transport
combination and technology
• Long-term relations with specialists
in sea, land and air operations
• In-depth knowledge of local
regulations and practices
• Strict HSSE compliance
• Flexible tracking systems and
advanced IT solutions
• Dedicated project teams with
extensive technical and operational
skills

